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environmental management. Nowadays, a significant part of sea
ice routine monitoring is done by satellite microwave observations, which provide reliable, consistent, weather-independent,
and easily accessible data on ice cover.
For more than two decades, the scientific community has
used passive microwave data from the Scanning Multichannel
Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) and the Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) instruments to estimate ice cover extent
and type both in the Arctic and in the Antarctic. This technique
requires a good knowledge of the radiometric properties of the ice
for each specific region. However, in the case of the Caspian and
Aral Seas, there are no available in situ measurements of ice cover
and its properties to validate the ice discrimination algorithms.
The Caspian and Aral Seas have been influenced by dramatic
sea level changes during the last century [1]–[3]. Between the
early 1920s and the late 1970s, the level of the Caspian Sea has
fallen, and in 1977, the level has decreased by 3 m and reached
its lowest mark for the last 400 years (
m below the sea
level). Since then, the sea level began to rise to
m in
1987,
m in 1992, and
in 1995. After 1995, the level
started to slowly decrease again. The Caspian Sea level changes
are explained by natural variability of the main constituents of
the sea water budget, mostly by runoff from the Volga River [4].
No significant changes in the salinity of the sea (average salinity
7–9 ppt for the northern Caspian and 12–14 ppt for the middle
Caspian) were observed.
The Aral Sea level was relatively stable until the early 1960s,
when consumption of river water for agricultural purposes outweighed the incoming part of the water budget. The equilibrium
of the water budget was broken, and between 1960 and 1987,
when the sea level dropped by 13 m, the sea surface decreased
by 40%, and the averaged salinity increased from 10 to 28 g/l. In
1989, the level fell by another meter, and the sea was then divided
into two separate basins: the Small Aral in the north and the Great
Aral in the south, connected by a small channel where a dam was
built later. The construction of the dam helped to stabilize the
level and salinity of the Small Aral Sea [5], but the level of the
Big Aral Sea continues to decrease and its salinity to increase.
Ice cover forms every winter in the Caspian and the Aral Seas
and stays for several months, negatively affecting the navigation
conditions and the economic activity in the coastal areas and
on the shelf, as for instance the Russian and Kazakh oil rigs
operating in the northern Caspian.
The ice processes in the Caspian and Aral Seas have significant temporal and spatial variability, influenced by climate
conditions, wind fields, and water currents, as well as sea morphology. Both seas are located on the far southern boundary of

Abstract—The paper discusses application of active and passive
microwave data for assessment of time and space variations of firstyear ice cover. The Caspian and Aral Seas are chosen as main study
areas. The Caspian Sea evolution is primarily climate driven, while
for the Aral Sea there is a mix of anthropic and climate factors. We
analyze ice cover conditions using a novel method that combines
active and passive satellite measurements for ice discrimination.
This method uses the synergy of simultaneous data from active
(radar altimeter) and passive (radiometer) microwave instruments
onboard the TOPEX/Poseidon (T/P) satellite, launched in 1992.
The benefits, drawbacks, and potential of ice cover studies using
the proposed method are discussed. We analyze in detail how this
method is influenced by the difference in footprints of the T/P sensors and by the radiometric properties of ice and snow at different
stages of ice cover evolution. In order to link the T/P-derived results to historical observations that end in the mid-1980s, long time
series of passive microwave data from SMMR and SSM/I sensors
have also been analyzed. Satellite time series of ice cover extent and
duration of ice period have been obtained for the Caspian and Aral
Seas since 1978. A good agreement is obtained between historical
and satellite data, with significant spatial and temporal variability
of ice conditions. There is a marked decrease of both duration of
ice season and ice extent during the winters 1998/1999–2001/2002.
These satellite-derived time series of sea ice parameters are very
valuable in view of the heterogeneous and mostly unpublished data
on ice conditions over the Caspian and Aral Sea since the mid1980s.
Index Terms—Aral Sea, Caspian Sea, combination of active and
passive microwave data, first-year sea ice, radar altimetry.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE PRESENCE of ice cover influences human activities
in many parts of the world. Studies and monitoring of ice
conditions is thus important for maritime safety and sustainable
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sea ice cover development in the Northern Hemisphere. Due to
this marginal location, data on ice variability in these seas may
serve as an early indicator of regional climate change [6].
Regular studies of ice cover in the Caspian and Aral Seas
started in the first half of the 20th century [1], [7] with in situ
observations and aerial surveys, but existing published time series of ice cover parameters stopped in 1984 to 1985. For the
past two decades, the data are kept in local archives. Such information is fragmentary, exists in heterogeneous form (data of
aerial surveys, satellite imagery, data from ship observations,
etc.), and is generally not available to the public [8].
Thus, satellite measurements provide means to continue
times series of ice cover parameters necessary for practical
applications, e.g., ship routing, protection of industrial objects,
studies of environmental conditions and climate variability, and
forcing and verification of general circulation models [9].
We present a synergy of simultaneous active and passive microwave data from the TOPEX/Poseidon (T/P) satellite to unambiguously discriminate ice and open water in the absence of
in situ measurements and of radiometric properties of the ice.
We first describe the data and their selection, and explain the
method to discriminate open water from ice. We then apply our
method to derive a T/P time series of sea ice extent evolution.
Then we complement them with observations from SMMR and
SSM/I to obtain time series of ice extent and ice period duration
for the Caspian and Aral Seas and compare the satellite-derived
data with historical observations. The satellite time series of ice
cover parameters show significant changes in the ice conditions
in the last two decades. These results are probably the first attempt to fill in this important information gap in the ice cover
information for the Caspian and Aral Seas since the mid-1980s.

Fig. 1. T/P ground tracks over the northern Caspian (bold black line: data used)
and EASE–grid pixels used for western and eastern parts (delimited by bold gray
line). Depth labels (in meters) are also marked.

II. DATA AND DATA SELECTION
A. Data Sources
The study of ice cover uses two data sources. The main
one is observations from the TOPEX/Poseidon (T/P) satellite,
operating since 1992. This platform has two nadir–looking
instruments: 1) a dual–frequency radar altimeter (NASA radar
altimeter—NRA) operating in C- and Ku-bands 5.3 and
13.6 GHz, respectively, and 2) a passive microwave radiometer
(TMR) operating at 18, 23, and 37 GHz, (used to correct
altimetric height measurements for atmospheric effects). The
satellite has a repeat period of ten days and we use the 1-Hz
data, which provide an along-track ground resolution of about
6 km. We have used the T/P data for cycles 1–360 (from the
end of October 1992 to the end of June 2002).
In order to link T/P data with the available historical series,
that end in mid 1980s, this information was complemented by
the second source of data—more than 20-year-long passive microwave observations from the scanning radiometers—SMMR
(1979–1987) onboard NIMBUS-7 and SSM/I (since 1987) onboard the DMSP (Defence Meteorological Satellite Program)
series. The National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) provided the SMMR and SSMI data mapped to the Equal Area
(625-km resolution) SSM/I Earth Grid (EASE-Grid) [10], [11].
The initial data were averaged in pentad (five days) mean values
to obtain a continuous spatial coverage.

Fig. 2. T/P ground tracks over the Aral Sea (bold black line: data used) and
EASE–grid pixels used (delimited by bold gray line). Changes in location of the
coastline are shown for 1966 (black line), 1992 (dotted black line), and in 2002
(bold gray line).

wise contaminate the measurements) a geographical selection
of the data was done (Figs. 1 and 2). T/P data closer than 20 km
from the coast and SMMR and SSM/I EASE-grid pixels covering coastal regions or islands were not used. For the Aral Sea,
the data were selected using the location of coastline under the
lowest sea level mark (in 2002).
III. ICE DISCRIMINATION METHODOLOGY
A. TOPEX/Poseidon Data—Synergy of Active and Passive
Microwave Observations
1) Main Approach: Satellite altimetry for sea ice studies
started with the Seasat altimeter in 1978,and used the variability
of the radar backscatter over the ice [12]. The backscatter is
the ratio of the power reflected from the surface to the incident power emitted by the radar altimeter, and is expressed in
decibels. Recent studies use satellite altimeter measurements to
estimate the ice freeboard and assess ice thickness in the Arctic
[13]. These approaches only use data from the radar altimeter.

B. Data Selection
To account for the variability of the sea level and to ensure
that observations do not cover land regions (that would other-
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Fig. 4. (a) Idealized representation of the T/P footprints for NRA in Ku-band
and TMR at 37 and 18 GHz and (b) three types of ice edge used for simulation.

Fig. 3. Mean annual distribution of observations for T/P cycles 1–360 for the
northern Caspian in the space of backscatter coefficient at 13.6 GHz versus the
average value of brightness temperature at 18 and 37 GHz.

Though the primary instrument onboard T/P is the radar altimeter and the primary mission is to measure sea level, we have
found that the combination of simultaneous active and passive
microwave measurements can be successfully used to study ice
cover [8], [14], [15]. The method consists in analysing the T/P
data in the space of two parameters. The backscatter coefficient (called ) at 13.6 GHz is obtained from the NRA. The
second parameter is the average value between the brightness
temperature from TMR at 18 and 37 GHz [16] (we will call this
TB/2), measured in Kelvin. The distribution of observations in
this space yields two clusters, representing open water and ice
(Fig. 3). Open water (observations in the lower left corner) has a
low backscatter coefficient (10–12 dB) and low brightness temperature (TB/2 between 140–170 K). Sea ice (observations in
the upper right corner) is characterized by a high backscatter
coefficient (up to 40–42 dB) and high brightness temperatures
(TB/2 between 220–260 K). For both sensors, the difference in
the signal range between open water and ice is largely superior
than the sensor noise estimated at 0.5 dB over continental regions [19].
Using only one of these parameters (backscatter coefficient or TB/2) leads to ambiguities, e.g., when
is between
20–30 dB or when TB/2 is between 180–220 K. However,
their combination reveals the existence of two well-separated
clusters and makes the discrimination between ice and open
water more significant.
The ice observations form a distinctive cluster located in the
upper right part of the distribution field (see Fig. 3). This cluster
has a complicated shape, with many observations located in the
lower corner of the ice cluster (high backscatter and low TB/2
values), as well as in the upper left corner (low backscatter and
high TB/2). This behavior, (Sections II and III) is determined
by several factors, such as the footprint size and the temporal
variability of the dielectric properties of the ice cover.
2) Footprint Geometry: When looking at the distribution of
T/P observations in the space of backscatter (TB/2), the influence of the footprint size is important. The average NRA footprint diameter in Ku-band is between 10–12 km (depending on
the surface roughness), while the TMR operating at 18, 23, and
37 GHz has a footprint diameter of 42, 35, and 22 km, respectively. By idealizing the TMR footprint as a circle, we may rep-

Fig. 5. Results of numerical simulations of variations of active and passive
microwave signals when going from (A) open water to (D) a completely
ice-covered region. The location of the observations for scenarios 1–3 is
overlaid with isolines of number of observations for the northern Caspian (see
Fig. 3).

resent them as three concentrical circles of various diameters
(Fig. 4).
The signal from three sources comes simultaneously, but in
the case of a heterogeneous surface, the difference in the spatial coverage will result in different values for the microwave
parameters. Let us assume that open water and ice have typical
backscatter and TB/2 values (Fig. 5, point A: open water; point
D: ice). When a satellite flies from open water toward an icecovered region and crosses the ice edge, its instruments would
register changes in the backscatter and brightness temperatures.
When all the three instruments have the same footprints, the
signal follows the theoretical straight line between A and D.
However, this is not the case for the T/P instruments. We have
performed a numerical simulation to see how the signal would
change for three different scenarios of ice edge shape (Fig. 4).
In the first scenario, the ice edge is represented by a straight
line, dividing 100% open water and 100% ice. In the second
scenario, only half of all footprints will cover the ice-covered region, which is a case similar to scenario 1 with 100% open water
and 50% ice-covered concentrations. The third scenario represent a relatively rare case when the ice field has the dimension
comparable to the NRA footprint (NRA will only see ice, while
TMR will see mostly open water and ice only in the central part
of the footprint). The results of the simulations are plotted on
Fig. 5 with constant time step.
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For all three scenarios, the changes in the incoming signal
start with changes in brightness temperature. The 18-GHz
brightness temperature (TB) starts to increase first (slow increase of TB/2), followed by an increase of the 37-GHz TB
(leading to a more rapid increase of TB/2). The backscatter
values do not change and T/P observations are distributed in
the vertical direction between point A and B.
When the NRA footprint starts to cover the ice edge, both the
backscatter and the TB/2 values rise. The measurements rapidly
move from B to C, until the entire NRA footprint is over the ice.
Then, the backscatter stays constant, while TB/2 continues to
rise—first rapidly, then (when the entire 37-GHz TB footprint
is over the ice)—more slowly. When all three instruments only
see ice, point D is reached.
The results of the simulation for scenario 2 show a similar
distribution, but the final point is E, which lies exactly halfway
between A and D on the theoretical mixing line, representing
50% ice concentration. For scenario 3, the simulation ends at
point F that has the same backscatter values as point D, but a
TB/2 less than E (proportional to the percentage of ice and water
coverage in the TB18 and TB37 footprints).
The distribution of the observations along these theoretical
lines depends also very much on the ice conditions of each sea
and on geometry of the T/P ground tracks relative to the ice edge
location. For example, the simultaneous existence of several ice
fields in the region covered by T/P ground tracks increases the
probability of finding an ice edge in the T/P footprint and, thus,
increases the total number of cases when the NRA senses only
(or mostly) ice, while TMR senses mostly open water.
The observations located in the lower right portion of the ice
cluster are associated with the different sizes of the NRA and
TMR footprints. However, this does not explain existence of the
observations in the upper left corner of the ice cluster, that have
low backscatter and high TB/2 values. This issue is addressed
in the following subsection.
3) Further Evolution of Ice: Once the ice starts growing, it
begins to get thicker and more rigid. Wind and currents forcing
leads to ice deformation, to the formation of cracks and ridging,
which increases the surface roughness. Snow accumulates, preferentially near the roughest surfaces.
At the end of the ice season this process is further complicated by melting/refreezing, appearance of pools of water on the
ice, and by ice decay. All these processes change the dielectric
properties of the ice and, thus, the microwave signal. In general, ice development, roughening and snow cover decrease the
backscatter to 15–20 dB [16], while TB/2 stays relatively constant or even slightly increase (see Fig. 3).
Additional information on ice properties, especially when
snow cover is present, may be inferred from the differences between passive microwave measurements at different channels.
Several snow cover algorithms have been developed for SMMR
and SSM/I. To retrieve snow depth these algorithms use a linear
relationship between the brightness temperature difference at
19 and 37 GHz and snow depth or snow water equivalent.
Initially these algorithms were developed for application over
land, but recently, using in situ data on snow depth in the
Weddell, Bellinsgausen, and Amundsen Seas in the Antarctic,
an algorithm for the SSM/I channels was developed [17] to
retrieve snow depth over the sea ice
V
V

V
V

Fig. 6. Mean values of snow depth in the northern Caspian derived from
observations in the space of backscatter versus TB/2.

where
is the snow depth, in centimeters,
V
and
V are the brightness temperatures for vertical polarization at 37 and 19 GHz, respectively,
V
V and
V
V,
where open water brightness temperatures at the 19 and 37 GHz
vertically polarized components are 176.6 and 200.5 K, and
C—ice concentration. Assuming that the brightness temperature at 18 GHz does not differ significantly from the one
at 19 GHz and taking into account that the T/P data are not
polarized (consequently we are not able to estimate ice concentration, thus
), then the formula may be rewritten in the
simplified form as
(2)
Since this algorithm was developed for SSM/I that has an incidence angle of 53 , a correction should be taken when using
data from the T/P nadir-looking radiometer [18]
(3)
(with 53 the incidence angle for SSM/I)
Using (2) and (3) for the northern Caspian data, we found
that the highest values of snow depth correspond to observations located in the far left and lower part of the ice cover cluster
(Fig. 6). Observations in these parts are usually obtained in midwinter, what corresponds to the maximal snow development
over the ice. Papa et al. [18] show that snow cover significantly
decreases the backscatter values and that it rarely changes absolute values of the brightness temperature.
Thus, the observations in the upper left corner of the ice
cluster are mostly associated with the development of snow
cover on the ice. Though the lack of ground truth snow data
for the northern Caspian or Aral Seas does not allow to fully
quantify this relation or validate the snow depth estimates,
the general temporal evolution of radiometric signals looks
reasonable.
4) Resulting Schema of Ice Development: The specificity
of T/P microwave instruments, footprint geometry and various
stages of ice cover development define typical succession of observations in the space of backscatter versus TB/2. This development is schematically presented in Fig. 7 (for detailed sequence
of mean monthly distribution of observations, see [14]).
Due to footprint geometry, ice is observed first by TMR (increase of TB/2), then by both NRA and TMR: backscatter and
TB/2 increase until highest backscatter values (when NRA sees

(1)
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properties of ice and snow in these seas is a problem for the selection of tie-points for these algorithms. Currently, we apply a
simplified algorithm that uses the polarization (PR) and spectral
(GR) gradient ratios with a threshold (defined as a linear relationship between two sets of fixed PR and GR values for SMMR
and SSM/I) in order to distinguish between ice and open water.
No reliable estimation of ice concentration from SMMR and
SSM/I data can be made at this stage. The combination of simultaneous active and passive data from T/P presents the observations as two distinctive clusters that allow to unambiguously
discriminate between ice and open water. The observations from
SMMR and SSM/I in the PR/GR space form two mixed clusters and ice discrimination is ambiguous. Therefore at this stage
of development of ice discrimination methods for the Caspian
and Aral Seas we consider T/P-derived ice cover parameters as
having a higher data quality, while SMMR-SMM/I observations
are less reliable and thus only complementary.
IV. RESULTS
Applying the methods described above to the T/P and
SMMR-SSM/I data for the northern Caspian and Aral Seas,
time series of beginning and end dates of ice season, of ice
season duration and of ice cover extent were obtained. This
satellite-derived dataset provides for the first time continuous
time series of ice cover variability since the mid-1980s for the
Caspian and Aral Seas.

Fig. 7. Schematic representation of the temporal evolution of T/P observations
during winter in the space of backscatter versus TB/2. Schema is overlaid on
isolines of number of observations for the northern Caspian (see Fig. 3).

A. Duration of the Ice Season
The formation of ice cover starts mostly in November-December (and in the Aral Sea also in January), with the earliest
dates October, 23–27. These dates agree well with the historical observations [1], [7]. The end of the ice season usually
occurs at the end of March or the beginning of April. In the
Aral Sea, starting with the 1997/1998 winter, the end of the ice
season shifted to January–February, and the ice season duration
decreased from 80–120 to 10–40 days. In the eastern part of
the northern Caspian Sea, the duration of the ice season appears
stable, ranging from 90–140 days. However, in the western part
a marked decrease in ice season duration is also observed: from
80–100 to 60–80 days.
Passive microwave radiometers are known to be poorly sensitive to new thin ice. At the same time the presence of an active
microwave instrument onboard T/P allows to better identify new
ice and small ice floes. As a result, the start and the end of the
ice season are observed differently by T/P and SMMR-SSM/I
(for more details see [8]). SMMR and SSM/I have a tendency
to underestimate the duration of the ice season, while T/P provides more precise observations.

only ice). When both sensors see only ice, observations are located in the center of the ice cluster, with values of backscatter
and TB/2 typical of new ice. As the ice surface gets rough and
when snow is present, the backscatter decreases, and TB/2 oscillates slightly. Observations in the upper left part of the ice
cluster may also represent cases when melt ponds start to appear: NRA sees water when TMR senses predominantly ice.
We plan to perform more detailed comparison of T/P
observations with in situ observations, historical ice charts,
and other satellite data. After establishing statistically sound
relations, estimations of ice concentration, ice roughness (and
probably type), and snow depth could be made possible. For
instance, we can take advantage of the dual-frequency NRA
instruments to better constrain ice characteristics and evolution
[19]. For the time being, we will apply our method only to
discriminate between open water and ice, using a threshold
line, shown in Fig. 7.
B. SMMR and SSM/I Algorithms
In order to fill the gap between the T/P-derived results
that start in 1992 and historical observations, which end in
mid-1980s, the time series of passive microwave data from
SMMR and SSM/I sensors have been used. There are several
approaches for estimating ice cover concentration using passive microwave data [20]–[22]. Most of these algorithms use
SMMR and SSM/I brightness temperature data from the 19.35
(18.0 for SMMR) and 37.0 GHz horizontally (H) and vertically
(V) polarized channels.
Most of the ice algorithms (such as NASA Team or Bootstrap
algorithms) were developed for Arctic or Antarctic conditions
and need to be adapted and validated for the Caspian and Aral
Seas. The absence of in situ measurements for the radiometric

B. Ice Extent
Satellite-derived series of ice extent were compared with
available historical observations. These data series have different scales and measurements units and sometimes refer to
various regions. For the northern Caspian [7], the historical
data available up to 1985 is the ice cover surface in square
kilometers, with some gaps in the observations and an obvious
change in the calculation method after 1977. For the Aral Sea,
the historical data units are in percent of the sea surface [1]. For
the SMMR and SSM/I data, in order to assess ice conditions
for each winter, we computed the total number of ice pixels
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the satellite ground track offer a better capacity to detect the
dates of the onset of ice formation and break-up, as well as ice
edge detection (in the region covered by T/P ground tracks).
Complementing these data with SMMR and SSM/I observations, with wide spatial coverage and high temporal resolution
increases our understanding of ice formation, development and
decay.
Further validation and improvement of discrimination algorithms using in situ and satellite data will provide additional information on ice concentration, ice roughness, and snow depth
on ice. Additional improvement could be done by using data
from similar sensors onboard other satellites, such as Jason-1
and Envisat. Jason-1 is now exactly following the initial T/P
ground tracks, while since August 2002 T/P was put onto a new
orbit, flying halfway between its previous tracks. This change
of T/P orbit doubles the spatial coverage for the two satellites.
While T/P and Jason-1 data are limited to a coverage between
66 N and 66 S, the European altimeter onboard Envisat overflies larger areas (from 82 N to 82 S) and could be used as soon
as the data become readily available. Moreover, its dual-frequency capability will help for the discrimination of sea ice
characteristics.
We are currently analysing T/P and SMMR-SSM/I data for
the Bothnian Bay in the Baltic Sea and the Hudson Bay in
the Canadian Arctic, where T/P ground track coverage is much
denser due to its orbital parameters. Higher spatial coverage
and availability of in situ observations on ice type, extent, and
roughness for these bays will permit to further develop and validate our approaches for synergistic use of active and passive
microwave data.
The issue of recent warming is still open, but some consequences of changes in ice conditions are already visible.
In the Caspian Sea, dramatic reduction of ice extent since
1998/1999 has affected breeding habits and living conditions
for the Caspian seal, the only mammal in this sea. In winter,
seals gather on the sea ice in the northern Caspian Sea, when
they pup, nurse, mate and molt. The lack of stable ice cover
leads to poor conditions for seal breeding. As a result, there is a
weakening of their immune system aggravated by the spreading
of viruses which may lead to cases of mass mortality, as it was
observed in 2000 when between 20 000 and 30 000 seals were
found dead [8].

Fig. 8. Ice cover extent in the Caspian and Aral Seas from historical (bold gray
line with rectangles) and satellite observations: SMMR and SSM/I (black line
with black circles) and T/P data (bold gray line with black triangles).

observed during October-April. Due to the limited spatial
coverage of the TOPEX/Poseidon ground tracks, the variations
of ice extent were assessed by computing for each overflight
the ratio (in percent) of: 1) cases when observations were
considered to have ice cover to 2) the total number of available
1-Hz observations for each ground track. These time series
cannot be compared directly, but their superposition shows that
at the winter time scale they all agree very well (Fig. 8).
Both seas are characterized by a “saw-like” variability of ice
conditions, when milder and severe winter conditions alternate
with 2–3 years interval. This variability is often superimposed
on warming or cooling trends of larger scale. However, the continuous decrease of ice extent observed since winter 1993/94,
reaching in 1999/00 the lowest value for the whole period of
observations, is evident.
For the Aral Sea, this may be partly explained by the continuing decrease of sea volume (and thus of heat storage capacity)
and the increase of salinity that would have shifted the freezing
temperature [8]. However, the observed changes in dates of the
beginning and the end of the ice season and the decrease of ice
extent is also evident in the Caspian Sea, where no significant
changes in heat storage capacity or water salinity were observed.
This indicates that both these seas respond similarly to regional
climatic factors.
The observed warming signal poses the question: is it a longterm trend or just a series of mild winters? To answer this question, we need to analyze variability of ice cover as function of
climatic parameters and to extend the time series with new data.
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